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Aftershock of a Vaccination Gap: The Measles Epidemics in Tirana, 2018
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ABSTRACT
Tirana, capital of Albania, has seen an acute increase in the measles
cases during 2018, with a total figure surpassing 1000 of patients. The
outbreak happened while the country was only witnessing very few and
isolated cases for several years, as to have officially declared the disease
as eradicated. Several reasons might have led to the outbreak of this
epidemic, with a clear vaccination gap in the years 1997-1998. Authors
discuss this under vaccination as well as other factors detectable in this
group of patients, such as a peak in the first-year age infants and the
prevalent distribution in the suburban area of the city, actually inhabited
from a large number of internally migrated people.
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INTRODUCTION

The issue of reappearance of infectious disorders previously thought as
eradicated is an old problem, challenging seriously health systems all over
the world. When these infections reappear, from the public health point
of view, we are generally dealing with outbreaks whose geographical
extension might vary considerably.

A number of factors will contribute to outbreaks of infections considered
as eradicated: once and again, silent, dormant and resistant foci will flare
up. Imported cases coming from endemic areas will play an important
role: we have discussed and reported cases of non-autochthonous malaria
in Albania while the country has considered the disease as eradicated
since several decennia [1].
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Other concerning issues have been raised, always under the public health
perspective, with regard to undervaccination or gaps in vaccination. Such
might be the case with recent outbreaks of measles in disparate regions
of the New and Old World. As a matter of fact, measles eradication has
been challenged following continuous epidemics foci that erupt in
disparate settings, both in time and geographic distribution. Albania’s
southern neighbouring country, Greece, has reported a measles outbreak
in 2017-2018 [2]. It seemed not an isolated phenomenon, since almost
at the same period of time other remote countries to our region were
https://doi.org/10.30654/MJIA.10013
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reporting measles outbreaks [3]. According to the same
source, from January 2019 through September 2019, 1234
cases of measles have been reported in the United States and
91 reported cases in Canada, while in 2018, 372 and 28 cases
were reported in the United States and Canada,

respectively [3]. With figures being relatively low for such
large countries, our concerns with the outbreak in Tirana,
Albania, are even more justified.
MEASLES OUTBREAK IN TIRANA, 2018

Tirana, the capital of Albania, had a similar outbreak in the
midst of 2018. Officially, the previous measles epidemics dated
back as remotely as of 1989. At that time, local sources were
reporting a frightening figure of 168.636 cases of measles
(approximating 6% of the entire Albanian population of the
period), but data probably needs confirmation. There is only
one PubMed indexed paper (published 2003) reporting over
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measles in Albania, although local journals and periodicals
have not been reticent [4]. As measles itself represents an
infectious disease of major public health concern, Albania
had already put in place a strict vaccination program and
among other, had produced inside the country by itself
100.000 vaccinal doses already in 1977 [5].

After the last reported epidemics of 1989, reports of some
disparate and isolated cases in some Albanian cities raised
no worries. As such, the number of new cases registered
during 2018 was of concern (1038 in total) for a single city
such as Tirana. If this could be considered a ‘large’ outbreak,
this is debatable: for example, German authors report a
‘large’ measles outbreak with a total figure of 614 cases in
Duisburg, 2006 [6].
The graphic no. 1 describes the timeline of infected cases,
with its peak during the months March-April.

Graphic 1: Cases of measles by month; 2018 (Tirana, Albania).
Tirana had at the time a registered population of approx. half
a million people, and all these 1038 new cases of measles
were reported unexpectedly, with no cases in a period as long
as of thirty years (1989-2018). The fact that neighbouring
and other remote countries, reported similar outbreaks in
the same period, might be not serendipitous [2].
A graphic analysis (graphic no. 2) of the age distribution
in the registered cases showed a peak in the age group of
https://doi.org/10.30654/MJIA.10013

twenty-years old people. Of note were two peaks in the
most affected age groups: infants of first year of age, as well
as overall among people aging between 16-30 years of life.
The unequal distribution also relates to the fact that not only
there was a gap of vaccination during 1997/8, but also some
people might have been undervaccinated even prior to the
imputed period.
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DISCUSSION

Graphic 2: age groups of measles cases in Tirana, Albania (2018).

Albania implements a strict vaccination programme with
MMR (measles-mumps-rubella) since several decennia.
The peak of first-year age children in the overall data
regarding the epidemics of 2018 in Tirana might be related
to the fact that children are vaccinated after the first year
of age, counting on their protection against measles during
breastfeeding period. Actually, the unvaccinated children are
considered at risk [7].
Vulnerable groups have been identified from authors, here
including migrants and their progeny, minority groups, as
well as undervaccinated people [8-10].

The fact that children of first year of age are at still risk has
pushed some authors to suggest measles vaccination to take
place at the 9th month of life. In our case, undervaccination
has been a major factor, with a gap in vaccination that
interested precisely the age groups of 16-30 years. During the
years 1997-1998 Albania has suffered a tumultuous conflict
close to a civil war, and medical services were severely hit at
that time; with obligatory vaccination stopping temporarily
or eventually, not performed at all. Of importance is as
well the geographic distribution of Tirana cases, where the
overwhelming majority came from the suburban areas that
are populated from internally displaced people. This group
of people has migrated to the capital recently, coming from
the rural areas where access to medical services has been
scarce or inexistent.
https://doi.org/10.30654/MJIA.10013
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